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What is
Space@yourService?
Space@yourService (S@yS) is an EPFL non-profit organization which aims
at promoting and popularizing space sciences (astrophysics, space engineering, astronomy, etc.) with as much as 100 members across the world. S@yS,
in collaboration with national and international institutions from science and
industry, such as the Swiss Space Center, the Laboratory of Astrophysics
at EPFL and the EPFL Space Center, is working at the cutting edge of space
promotion with the development of innovating means of communication.

Origins
From this moment on, we’ve been very
active on a national and international
stage, working with ESA, SETI Institute,
swissnex etc. We’ve extended our field
of expertise from immersive games
such as escape games to video editing
and analogue missions.

SPACE@YOURSERVICE…

“We believe the world would be greater
if every individual gets to opportunity
to hear about space sciences and gets
involved as it concerns each human
We’ve started to organize outreach
being on Earth. We want to bridge the
events in bars in 2018 as part of the in- gap between cultures and ages to
ternational constellation of Astronomy share our passion for space, and hopeon Tap. In April 2018, S@yS was created fully make this world a better place for
as an EPFL association with the comtomorrow.”
mitments to:
- Chloé Carrière, President
• promote and popularize space
sciences for EPFL students and the
general public;
• organize space talks in and out of
campus.

• Conducts a platform for space interdisciplinary projects
We specialize in space sciences, human Moon & Mars exploration as part of
our student-led analogue mission Asclepios. Our work will be presented in
scientific conferences and communicated to both experts and the general
public.
• Inspires the future generation of space leaders
We organize outreach events in bars, universities and other locations to
teach and inspire the general public. We work with schools to promote space
sciences for children using hands-on projects. We develop the use of immersive projects, such as escape rooms to popularize space sciences.
• Trains future engineers and astronauts
We connect our members with the academic institutions and industries. We
offer possibilities to participate in research and development projects, and
communicate opportunities in the space field to enable future careers.
• Is shooting for the Moon
Space is for everybody!
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Highlight activities of the
year
AoT Lausanne
Astronomy on Tap Lausanne is a satellite location of Astronomy on Tap, a
concept born in the US, which consists in organizing short talks about astronomy
and space sciences, in a relaxed setting, in this case a bar or a café-theatre. This
less academic context allows participants to have a less formal exchange with
the various speakers (professors, doctoral students, students, etc...), especially
over a good beer.

Hubble 30 years
On April 24, 2020, the Hubble Space Telescope had its 30th anniversary. We
celebrated the event live on YouTube with Claude Nicollier and Jean-Paul Kneib,
who shared their passion for this magnificent telescope. As the event was in collaboration with the ESA, we were also able to reveal during the live show the official anniversary image of Hubble’s 30th anniversary, which was then commented
by our 2 guests. The video was viewed more than 340 times on our YouTube
channel. An event will be organized next semester at EPFL and a photo exhibition
at the EPFL Library.
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Launch of a SciComm escape game
Space@yourService is proud to present and offer an escape game on the theme
of space, which can be rented for family needs, for times with friends, or even
for team building and other professional activities. The main goal of this escape
room is to promote space sciences to the public while having fun. Based on an
innovative idea and scenario invented by Chloé Carrière, president of Space@
yourService, the escape room was built and developed by Codex, a start-up specialized in the escape room design.

Crans Montana workshop
As part of the Asclepios astronauts’ training for the mission, they went for a survival workshop in the Swiss mountains in Crans-Montana with diving specialist
Alban Michon, between the 13th and the 16th of February. Activities included
building and living inside a tents camp, diving under the ice of the Moubra lake
by day and by night as well as team building exercises. It was the official announcement of the Asclepios Mission to the press.
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Asclepios
The project unites about 60 students across the world to successfully put in
place the first edition Asclepios I to be held in February 2021 in the Swiss Alps.
The 8 analogue astronauts (crew and back-ups) were selected among 200 international students in the winter 2019. The crew is made up of 3 women and 3 men
coming from Chile to Switzerland, who wish to join a real space mission some
day. The people behind are structured into four teams: Logistics, Astronauts,
Science and Communication and managed by EPFL students.

Achievements:

The Asclepios missions are human-sized analogue missions which
can be performed only by students
with the goal of training them for their
future space endeavors as astronauts,
space engineers or members of the
Mission Control Center. It is for this
reason that one of its main objectives
is Education, which is carried out by
the team in terms of workshops and
analogue missions training, and by the
EPFL Space center as part of semester projects. In addition, the platform
allows numerous laboratories across
the world to test prototypes and the
development of experiments useful for
the exploration of the Moon or Mars,
making Scientific Research the second
goal of Asclepios. Finally, as part of

• 12 interdisciplinary experiments
• 3 abstracts accepted for IAC
2020

• 8 semester projects
• one sister project: Vivalys Mission
• 20 media coverage

S@yS commitments, Communication,
i.e., educating and inspiring young
generations, through engaging media
appearances, remains one of the key
aspect of the mission..
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Major events

Projects and outreach
S@yS organizes and takes part in numerous outreach events to inspire the general public and share the passion for space!

These include:
• Summer at swissnex San Francisco
For the 50 years of Man on the Moon, S@ys has contributed to the Swiss
Touch event “To the Moon and beyond…” with keynote speakers such as
Eugene Tu, NASA Ames Director and Chloé Carrière, S@yS president. We’ve
worked with the SETI Institute to produce SciComm videos to introduce the
NASA FDL program to the public.

• Jeffrey Hoffman eSpace Conference
We’ve helped moderate and promote this conference featuring famous NASA
Astronaut coming from MIT.

• AoT Lausanne editions 4,5 and 6
During the 2019 fall semester, we organized 2 more AoT in Lausanne, in new
bars. AoT#4 happened on the 16th of October, at Le Lab du Dr. Gab’s, a pub
in the heart of Lausanne belonging to the beer brand Dr. Gab’s, which made
special edition beers for AoT Lausanne. AoT #5 took place on the 17th of december at the Café Bellini with two speakers from EPFL and one from UNIGE.
AoT #6 was scheduled for March 17 but was cancelled due to the containment measures against the COVID-19. In order to continue doing outreach
despite these measures, we decided to organize Astronomy on Tap online, via
the Zoom platform. These events took place every other Friday, with only one
speaker each time. For AoT #6.1, our guest speaker was Dr. Andrea Fortier,
who worked on the CHEOPS satellite and was able to talk to us about it. AoT
#6.2-6.5 allowed all the space-related associations of EPFL to come and talk
about their respective projects:
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• Visit to observatories
S@yS promoted astronomy in numerous observatories this summer such as
Saint-Luc’s François-Xavier Bagnoud and SAVAR.
• EPFL Open Days
The school year started with a stand that was held at this event by our association.

» Julie Böhning, from Gruyère Space Program, told us everything about
rocket modeling.
» Pierre Groslambert and Téophile Balestrini, from the EPFL Rocket Team,
explained us how they designed their Bella Lui rocket, as well as how they
developed their hybrid engine.
» Victoria Letertre, from GrowBotHub, talked about their project of automated aeroponics cultivation, developed in the framework of IGLUNA
2019.
» Tristan Trebaol and Alessandra Capurro, from the EPFL Spacecraft Team,
explained how they are developing their own space mission, CHESS
(Constellation of High Energy Swiss Satellites), based on the famous Cubesats.

• EPFL Alumni International Women Day
A presentation was given by our president alongside specialists from the EPFL
Space Center and the Swiss Space Center. A stand was held during the casual
dinner.
• Video editing
Several videos were made thanks to our designer Ioris Aiello and are available
on our YouTube channel: three videos with confinement specialists (Lucie
Poulet, Alban Michon and Heidi Sevestre), two videos introducing SETI’s FDL
program, S@yS video and weekly space recaps.

Future
Our plans are even more ambitious for the year to come with events to feature
the escape room in Sion and with UNIL Sport Center. Moreover, a special proposal was made in collaboration with the EPFL Space Center to bring the escape
game to Japan Olympic Games in the House of Switzerland. Finally, we will be
launching our first analogue mission made for children in collaboration with the
school Vivalys in Ecublens.

• AoT Dijon
Members of the S@yS committee
went to Dijon, birthplace of its
founder and president Chloé
Carrière, to organize an AoT-like
event. Accompanied by Claude
Nicollier, we organized a conference at the Lycée Charles de
Gaulle, as well as an AoT evening
at the Caves Carrière, which delighted young and old alike.
• AoTotC
S@yS participated to the online initiative of the AoT headquarter with a seven-hour event that took place via You Tube. During this event, the main organizer from AoT NYC selected AoT Lausanne #2 as second best event of the
year, featuring Swiss Astronaut Claude Nicollier.
• Bavois evening
In November, we co-organized with the Swiss Space Center a conference by
Claude Nicollier in the village of Bavois, in Vaud countryside. This was an opportunity for S@yS to popularize space sciences for a general public outside
Lausanne. More than 150 people had the opportunity to listen to the unique
Swiss astronaut and to ask him their questions.
• swissnexDay’19
Our Escape Room “Switzerland, we’ve had a problem”, was launched during
the swissnexDay’19, on December 11, at the STCC. A stand was held allowing
to meet new partners and promote space sciences to a different crowd.
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Statistics

S@yS, in over a year...

Space@yourService in numbers

Has produced:

10
106
24

7
10
27
3

committee members

members

partners

14

outreach videos

homemade articles

weekly newsletters

scientific websites
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Has gathered:

31
1164
736
250
247

Has organized:

apparitions in
the media
Facebook
followers
Instagram
followers
Twitter
followers
Linkedin
followers
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10

AoT events

6

outreach events

1

escape game

1

analogue mission
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The Asclepios Mission has reached all
continents with the call for analogue
astronauts:
106
universities
represented

57. 2%

42.8%

men

women

Partners
We would like to thank our partners for believing in our mission and allowing us
to shoot for the Moon and beyond !

Area of studies
Mechanical engineering
Theoretical Physics
Biology
Medicine
Mechatronics
Other
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Contact
Chloé Carrière, President, aka Galactic Chloé
chloe.carriere@epfl.ch

Jonas Martin, Vice-president, aka Jupiter Jonas
jonas.martin@epfl.ch
•
•
•
•
•

Facebook: @SpaceatyourService & @AstroTapLausanne
Instagram: @space_at_yourservice & @aotlausanne
Twitter: @Spaceatyourserv & @AoT_Lausanne
LinkedIn: Space@yourService
YouTube: SpaceatyourService
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